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Information Operations
In today's world, information is of major value. This is why information warfare is the
main tool of influence for changing world situations. For this reason, information operations for
America's military and national security strategy for the future is very important.
Information operations affects all aspects of human life today. Moreover, the state must
have specific information operations technologies in place to make a significant impact. Thus,
the areas of administrative command, intelligence, psychology, information, economics and
electronics are already controlled by information operations. Information warfare is different
from all other types of warfare, since it leads to surprise and even invisible wars. The objects of
these weapons’ impact are civil society and economic, political and social state institutions.
Additionally, for the first time, information warfare as a military strategy is closely linked with
and has become dependent on the civil sector. Therefore, there will be an increased need for
psychological operations. For example, propaganda can influence individuals and foreign
nations.
The future will reveal an expanded list of those influenced by information operations, and
the introduction of modern technologies will informatize the world in the future, to such an
extent that without information operations, states will not be able to defend their interests nor
will they be able to provide their own security. In addition, states will not be able to use military
force effectively without appropriately utilizing information weapons. This is why it is necessary
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to recognize the importance of protective activities. The diversity of information weapons, as
well as their methods of its effects, and their specific features will generate complex problems
for being protected from them. For this reason, it is increasingly important for information
operations as security be easily predictable. In the future, with information increasing in value,
the threat of theft, disclosure, or information transmission will also increase with the threat of
inflicting harm to the state. This is why it is necessary to form information operations for use in
protecting the most sensitive information. It is also necessary to develop new information
warfare technologies, whether it is computer network operations, electronic warfare,
psychological operations, operations security, or military deception.
Within the field of computer network operations and electronic warfare, information
operations is also becoming extremely important, as it offers a wide range of already developed,
and not yet invented, devices for information warfare. The world's total computerization
contributes to the development of information operations in this area. The ability to accurately
exploit computer networks using analytical processing methods for the information will establish
a competent security system. It would also allow for seizing the opportunity in case the need
arises. This possibility includes data capture and creating mislead information to gain control
over the adversary’s decision-making process.
Now, America's military and national security strategy recognizes the importance of
information warfare and the need to take leadership in addressing the challenges of Information
Operations. Therefore, when studying information war problems, interest and activity are
necessary. Understanding information technology development means the strategy must accept
and implement the newest information operations methods to provide security and gain
influence.
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in the future.

